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Common issues

• Discussion on “diversity”, “equity” through linguistics

• Stereotypes, implicit biases, “othering”, etc.
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Question

• What do our (and your) assignment and activity 
designs look like?
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Questions 
(pair/group discussion) “Empathy-building”: suggested skills

1. Exploring the “other” with curiosity

2. Being willing to experience discomfort
3. Noting one’s own attitudes

4. Recognizing biases and prejudices (self 
and society)

5. Communicating ethically and effectively

6. Strengthening community

Do you (try to) teach any 
of these skills in your 
linguistics/language 
class?

How? (tasks, strategies?)

Any challenges?
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Agenda

1) Materials and instruction steps of activities & assignments

• Sequence 1: Cross-linguistic/comparative variation
• Sequence 2: Intra-linguistic variation
• Students’ work samples

2) Discussion with the audience
• What do these concepts mean to you? Other concepts?
• Assignment/activity ideas?
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Our Cases
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3 “threshold 
concepts”
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• Other -- “the unfamiliar”

(Nussbaum 2002; 
Green 2012)Ideology

Indexicality

Descriptivism

• Self -- “the familiar”

From observable 
to unconscious

First help students to encounter the linguistic “other” (i.e., linguistic variation) in a more neutral, 
objective way (DESCRIPTIVISM), so that they start to recognize patterns and logic in what at 
first seems strange/unfamiliar. Then help students to think about “self” (their own idiolects and/or 
language practices) more critically (INDEXICALITY), and to contextualize linguistic variation and 
practice, so that they come to see how their notions of what is familiar (“normal”)  and unfamiliar 
(“strange” or “foreign”) has been shaped by culture, identity, power, etc (IDEOLOGY).
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Quick facts

● Liberal Arts College in Vermont, USA
● 2,500 undergraduate students
● 700+ graduate students in California
● Summer Language Schools, 11 lgs
● Study abroad

Linguistics Program
● Linguistics of specific languages
● Sub-areas of modern linguistics
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What we teach
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Case 1 (Sayaka) Case 2 (Shawna)

Variation Cross-linguistic
Indo-European  
non-Indo-European (Japanese focus) 

Intra-linguistic, 
English variation

Courses - Language, Culture and the Individual
(writing intensive first-year seminar)

15 students

- Intro to Japanese linguistics
- Survey of Linguistic Diversity

- Language and Social Justice
(writing intensive first-year seminar)
15 students

- The English Language in a Global Context
- Narratives in News Media

Subfields typology, grammar/lexicon, cognitive ling, 
pragmatics
(No prerequisites)

sociolinguistics, discourse analysis
(No prerequisites)
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Students
Strong interest in language and 
linguistics

● pragmatics, sociolinguistics

○ identity

○ politeness, honorifics

● phonetics and phonology
● morphology and syntax

10Japanese Linguistics Reading Group (January 2017)
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Sequence 1

Cross-linguistic diversity 
and equality
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Sequence 1 “cross-linguistic variation”
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Putting all 3 concepts together through a semester 12

Concepts & 
suggested order

Topics Linguistics 
goals

General academ ic 
goals

Assignm ents Material

Preview Observing examples -- catchy, relevant (pop-culture/media) reference

Descriptivism

(beginning of the 
semester)

Gram m ar
sound, word, 
sentence 

Structure
describe 
unknown 
languages

- write objectively
- write a thesis-based 
paper (essay)

- problem sets
- writing HW
- thesis-based 
paper

Unfamiliar 
languages

Indexicality

(m id-semester)

Cognition
Culture, Society
social and linguistic 
variation

Context
analyze one's 
own languages

- formulate research 
questions
- collect own data
- work on paper 
proposals

- discussing an 
article 
- data-driven 
paper

- Familiar 
languages
- pop culture
- Articles

Ideology

(after m id-
semester)

Pragm atics 
Diachrony
motivations for 
language variation & 
change

Beliefs
critiquing 
culture in 
context

- reading discussion 
sections critically
- work on final papers

- discussing an 
article 
- data-driven 
paper in depth 

- Articles 
(theoretical)

...followed by an integrative, 
personalized final project

12
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Semester overview 13

Concepts & 
suggested order

Topics Linguistics 
goals

General academ ic 
goals

Assignm ents Material

Preview Observing examples -- catchy, relevant examples

Descriptivism

(beginning of the 
semester)

Gram m ar
sound, word, sentence 

Structure
describe unknown 
languages

- write objectively
- write a thesis-based 
paper (essay)

- problem sets
- writing HW
- thesis-based 
paper

Unfamiliar 
languages

Indexicality

(m id-semester)

Cognition, Culture, 
Society
social and linguistic 
variation

Context
analyze one's 
own languages

- formulate research 
questions
- collect own data
- work on paper 
proposals

- discussing an 
article 
- data-driven paper

- Familiar 
languages
- pop culture
- Articles

Ideology

(after m id-semester)

Pragm atics 
Diachrony
motivations for language 
variation/change

Beliefs
critiquing culture 
in context

- reading discussion 
sections critically
- work on final papers

- discussing an 
article 
- data-driven paper 
in depth 

- Articles 
(theoretical)

...followed by an integrative, 
personalized final project

13

Start-of-semester: Warm up conversation pieces

---Incorrect vs. logical changes? ---
a.	I	recommend	you	to	take	the	job.						
b.	He	demanded	that	the	agitators	were	arrested.												
c.	This	is	just	between	you	and	I.																																						
d.	This	paper	was	written	by	Susie	and	myself.		

e.	Please	come	between	eight	a.m.	to	six	p.m.																				
f.	If	he’d’ve played,	we	would	have	won.																										

g.	He	makes	tedious	jokes	about	mother-in-laws.						 (Trask	2010)

---Pronunciations as social markers ---
[pʰɒɹkðəkʰɒɹ]  [pʰæɹkðəkʰæɹ]  [pʰɑ:kðəkʰɑ:] [paʁkzəkaʁ] “park the car”
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Sequence 1 “cross-linguistic variation”
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Phase I: Descriptivism 15

Concepts & 
suggested order

Topics Linguistics 
goals

General academ ic 
goals

Assignm ents Material

Preview Observing examples -- catchy, relevant examples

Descriptivism

(beginning of the 
semester)

Gram m ar
sound, word, sentence 

Structure
describe unknown 
languages

- write objectively
- write a thesis-based 
paper (essay)

- problem sets
- writing HW
- thesis-based 
paper

Unfamiliar 
languages

Indexicality

(m id-semester)

Cognition
Culture, Society
social and linguistic 
variation

Context
analyze one's 
own languages

- formulate research 
questions
- collect own data
- work on paper 
proposals

- discussing an 
article 
- data-driven paper

- Familiar 
languages
- pop culture
- Articles

Ideology

(after m id-semester)

Pragm atics 
Diachrony
motivations for language 
variation/change

Beliefs
critiquing culture 
in context

- reading discussion 
sections critically
- work on final papers

- discussing an 
article 
- data-driven paper 
in depth 

- Articles 
(theoretical)

...followed by an integrative, 
personalized final project
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Phase I:  Descriptive grammar

“Languages are different but equally systematic”

16

Sequence 1 “cross-linguistic variation”

✓Noticing preconceived ideas we m ay have about what languages/dialects are 
“correct” or “pleasant” helps us to understand linguistic equality.

16

Lecture/exercise 
examples

17

● Disciplinary skills:

○ Describe unfamiliar languages
○ Understand that languages are 

equal (arbitrariness and trade-offs)

● General academic skills: 

○ Write objectively
○ Write a thesis-based paper

Languages of East 
and Southeast Asia
(Goddard 2005)

The World Major 
Languages
(Comrie 1990)

17

Phonology exercises

18

From Essential Introductory Linguistics by Grover Hudson

18
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Morphology exercise

19From Language Files.

19

Paper #1 Language Myths 

(End of week 4)

• Argue against a myth (misconception) about a language with examples, 
and advocate for the value of learning (about) it.

• Support a (semi-prepared) thesis statement by writing objectively with 
technical concepts made accessible. 

• Concepts to incorporate: 
• arbitrariness, phonetics/phonology
• morphology/syntax, trade-offs

20
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Language Myths samples

“Some languages are harder than others.”

“Some languages have no grammar.”

“The media are ruining English.”

“The meaning of words should not be allowed to 
vary or change.”

etc.

21

Bauer and Trudgill (1998)

21

Sample students’ papers 
● How difficult is it to learn Mandarin?

○ Thesis: How do we determine if a language is hard? One can see that the answer is not as 
straightforward as people assume, by comparing different aspects of three languages: 
Chinese, Japanese and English.

● Straightforward nature of Korean
○ Thesis: the Korean language can blow away all misconceptions of difficulty with its 

uncomplicated phonology, morphemes, derivation and syntax.
● The value of loanwords

○ Thesis: Essentially, languages are inevitably subject to change; therefore the addition of 
loanwords can only add to the richness of a language and its culture.

● Antagonism toward English loanwords in France and Japan
○ Thesis: Attempts to prevent English loanwords (in French and Japanese) are misguided. 

22
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Phase II: Indexicality 23

Concepts & 
suggested order

Topics Linguistics 
goals

General academ ic 
goals

Assignm ents Material

Preview Observing examples -- catchy, relevant examples

Descriptivism

(beginning of the 
semester)

Gram m ar
sound, word, sentence 

Structure
describe unknown 
languages

- write objectively
- write a thesis-based 
paper (essay)

- problem sets
- writing HW
- thesis-based 
paper

Unfamiliar 
languages

Indexicality

(m id-semester)

Cognition
Culture, Society
social and linguistic 
variation

Context
analyze one's 
own languages

- formulate research 
questions
- collect own data
- work on paper 
proposals

- discussing an 
article 
- data-driven paper

- Familiar 
languages
- pop culture
- Articles

Ideology

(after m id-semester)

Pragm atics 
Diachrony
motivations for language 
variation/change

Beliefs
critiquing culture 
in context

- reading discussion 
sections critically
- work on final papers

- discussing an 
article 
- data-driven paper 
in depth 

- Articles 
(theoretical)

...followed by an integrative, 
personalized final project

23

Phase II: Indexical meanings

“We make (unconscious) associations between forms 
and social meanings”

24

Sequence 1 “cross-linguistic variation”

American? 
Which region?
Canadian?

_____ [noʒa]

I’m going out.
[awt] [ǝwt]

Elderly Japanese 
man?

✓Learning how we “perform ” through language, projecting particular identities 
w ill m ake us aware about our (conscious and unconscious) linguistic behavior. 

24
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Activity example:
Article discussion

Teshigawara and Kinsui (2011)

"Modern Japanese “Role 
Language” (yakuwarigo): 
Fictionalised Orality in Japanese 
Literature and Popular Culture. 

25

_____ [noʒa]!

● Disciplinary skills: 
○ Analyze one’s own language
○ Think about the familiar forms and 

unconscious associations we 
make

● General academic skills: 
○ Identify anatomy of a paper.
○ Read critically (arguments)
○ come up with questions

sentence ending marking 
certain types of characters 
(old, male, w ise, etc.)

25

Main idea of the article

“Role language is used to characterise minor 
characters in a story in order to highlight the main 
characters, which require more nuanced 
descriptions” 

26

Sequence 1 “cross-linguistic variation”

26

Unfamiliar to Familiar (students’ questions, selected)
Extending to language of interest

● What are types of role language in English and how are they used effectively?
● In a language without role languages how are minor characters in fiction such as 

the elderly men, the young woman of a good family, and the Chinese person 
characterized?

● Does the assigning of role languages to major characters when translating to 
Japanese (such as Gandalf’s example in the paper) cause a different outlook on 
such characters among Japanese viewers compared to English viewers?

Extending to relevant situations

● How is role language used in real life situations? Specifically, how and why is it 
used when interacting across an age gap, like differently to a superior to appear 
perhaps more polite or business like than you naturally are?

● How do role languages influence the speech of those having heard/read the role 
language? 27

Sequence 1 “cross-linguistic variation”

27

Phase III: Ideology 28

Concepts & 
suggested order

Topics Linguistics 
goals

General academ ic 
goals

Assignm ents Material

Preview Observing examples -- catchy, relevant examples

Descriptivism

(beginning of the 
semester)

Gram m ar
sound, word, sentence 

Structure
describe unknown 
languages

- write objectively
- write a thesis-based 
paper (essay)

- problem sets
- writing HW
- thesis-based 
paper

Unfamiliar 
languages

Indexicality

(m id-semester)

Cognition
Culture, Society
social and linguistic 
variation

Context
analyze one's 
own languages

- formulate research 
questions
- collect own data
- work on paper 
proposals

- discussing an 
article 
- data-driven paper

- Familiar 
languages
- pop culture
- Articles

Ideology

(after m id-semester)

Pragm atics 
Diachrony
motivations for language 
variation/change

Beliefs
critiquing culture 
in context

- reading discussion 
sections critically
- work on final papers

- discussing an 
article 
- data-driven paper 
in depth 

- Articles 
(theoretical)

...followed by an integrative, 
personalized final project

28

Phase III: ideology
“Cultural/societal beliefs about language make our 
communication dynamic (and problematic)”

29

Sequence 1 “cross-linguistic variation”

Show 
respect!

Be a little 
friendly 
also.

I’ll humbly come

with you

“My wife is ugly 
and a bad cook”

Be polite by 
talking down 
my in-group

Sakamoto (1982) “You and I are equal” (from Polite Fictions)

✓Making transparent what lies behind our attitudes and opinions about 
language will help us to recognize our biases and develop empathy for 
the “other.”

29

Article discussion

Pizziconi, B. (2011). 

Honorifics: The cultural 
specificity of a universal 
mechanism in Japanese.    

(From Politeness in East 
Asia)

30

● Disciplinary skills:
○ Think about having the 

words (symbols) & 
structure) vs. how they are 
used (pragmatics).

● General academic skills: 
○ Identify the context for the 

paper
○ Identify the thesis (new 

proposal)
○ come up with questions

30
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Main claim of the article

“deference is not directly coded in any 
linguistic form, not even in ‘specialised’ forms 
such as honorifics, and that the dynamics of 
utterance interpretation --including their contextual 
and discursive foundation -- are not substantially 
altered by the use of honorifics or non-honorific 
devices”

31

knowledge useful for decoding form-
message mismatch (speaker’s intention)

31

Students’ (research) questions
Interest in the “unfamiliar” and cross-cultural differences in general

● This is a bit off-track, but does sarcasm exist in Japanese as much as in English?
● In different languages and cultures, would an imperative, an indirect request, and 

pessimistic statement (as in section 3.4.1) be regarded with varying levels of politeness with or 
without respect to the difference to social positions between the speaker and the listener?

● Do people who speak different languages, such as honorific languages and non-honorific 
languages, have different perceptions of politeness?

More general questions

● Why are honorifics so important?
● How and to what extent does context influence the meaning of the phrase?
● Do we use titles to increase emotional and social proximity with others?
● How do honorifics alter relationships? Between family members, different age groups 32

32

Reflections and suggestions
1. Structural descriptions and analysis are still important. → use more puzzles 

and mysteries through an inductive approach

2. Maximize exposure to the unfamiliar -- unknown languages, variants à utilize 
common (language-neutral) tools like IPA

3. Give opportunities to notice the unnoticeable through the familiar →  
identities and stereotypes through (fictive) characters or current changes.

4. Provide a sense of (academic) progress throughout the semester
- controlled question → original question à data collection
- describe → analyze → argue/support (parallels nicely with descriptive à
indexicality à ideology phases)
- essay/popular science → (text)book chapters à theoretical articles 

33

33

Phase III: Ideology 34

Concepts & 
suggested order

Topics Linguistics 
goals

General academ ic 
goals

Assignm ents Material

Preview Observing examples -- catchy, relevant examples

Descriptivism

(beginning of the 
semester)

Gram m ar
sound, word, sentence 

Structure
describe unknown 
languages

- write objectively
- write a thesis-based 
paper (essay)

- problem sets
- writing HW
- thesis-based 
paper

Unfamiliar 
languages

Indexicality

(m id-semester)

Cognition
Culture, Society
social and linguistic 
variation

Context
analyze one's 
own languages

- form ulate research 
questions
- collect own data
- work on paper 
proposals

- discussing an 
article 
- data-driven paper

- Familiar 
languages
- pop culture
- Articles

Ideology

(after m id-semester)

Pragm atics 
Diachrony
motivations for language 
variation/change

Beliefs
critiquing culture 
in context

- reading discussion 
sections critically
- work on final papers

- discussing an 
article 
- data-driven paper 
in depth 

- Articles 
(theoretical)

...followed by an integrative, 
personalized final project

34

Sequence 2

Accent Bias
(English variation)

35* = writing intensive course

Sequence 2 “Intra-linguistic variation”

Jamila Lyiscott- TED Talk, “I’m  articulate”

35

Start-of-unit: Reflection questions 

Small groups, peer-to-peer surveys, or in individual writing:

1. How would you describe your own English accent? (What 
can people tell about you based on how you speak 
English?)

2. What is one accent of English that you enjoy hearing?
3. What is one accent that you find strange or annoying?
4. Do you ever judge people based on their accent or 

grammar?
36

36
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Phase I: Descriptivism
Overview of varieties of English 

37

Sequence 2 “Intra-linguistic variation”

Documentary: American 
Tongues (1988) [LINK]

Documentary: Do you speak 
American? (2005) [LINK]

37

(Phase I project: Profile of a variety of English)

Use secondary/primary sources to document history and 
features of a variety of English (e.g., AAVE, Singlish, 
Cockney)

OR, Profile of a linguistic community

● document how a particular group uses language to 
create a sense of social cohesion and identity. [link to 
handout]

38

38

Phase II: Indexicality
Positioning one’s own idiolect

39

Dialect quizzes [LINK]

https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/20
14/upshot/dialect-quiz-map.html

Dialect map [LINK]

39

Phase III: Ideology
Exploring attitudes about different varieties 

40

● Re-visits attitudes (American 
Tongues [LINK] and Lippi-
Green)

● Discuss methods and findings  
(mapping research) [LINK]

● Watch and discuss clips 
(Disney and Pixar -- see next) 

40

(Phase III- media examples)

1. Lady and the Tramp
2. Hyenas and other characters from Lion King 

Samples from Disney compiled by students

3. “Mater” in Cars (Southern accent, plus a few 
others in this clip)

Many other examples, plus connections to ideology, can be found in 
Lippi-Green, 1997- “Teaching Children to Discriminate” and in English 
with an Accent (2012)

41

41

Phase IV: Understanding the impact of accent bias
(all three concepts=> EMPATHY!)

Q. What is the impact of linguistic attitudes 
(i.e., language ideology) on people’s lives?

- Read John Baugh’s (2003) “Linguistic Profiling”
(also Business Insider’s 2018 article on Baugh’s work)

Other sources:

• Chris Rock on animation and AAVE
• News report on Chicago teacher “targeting bad 

grammar” ⇒
42

Sequence 2 “Intra-linguistic variation”

42

http://www.pbs.org/pov/americantongues/video/american-tongues/
https://www.pbs.org/speak/
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1OmxfJVoH9gyddEQg9WeHYqu0ec8x_55c/view?usp=sharing
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2014/upshot/dialect-quiz-map.html
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2014/upshot/dialect-quiz-map.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/blogs/govbeat/wp/2013/12/02/what-dialect-to-do-you-speak-a-map-of-american-english/?noredirect=on&utm_term=.ee50a9723689%20*
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XIm5TT77stg
http://www.pbs.org/speak/speech/mapping/map.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1L7Nuuo25_U
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1NAzwLI37ac
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UTMkzmzfHHo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q7nPJVsQp7U
https://drive.google.com/file/d/16K55PsNAR_OxyHn8CnXSFog33jRYWP91/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1lYnmpycc_MDWoW3BjWBDi7C5ik6Ep-9G
http://www.businessinsider.com/sorry-to-bother-you-language-discrimination-2018-6
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GWsge7BtzQg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nlWOu9FHm-I
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Near end of unit: Reflection questions 
• What accent stereotypes have you recognized in 

yourself? 
• Where did you learn those stereotypes?
• How can we resist linguistic bias?
• How can you share something you learned from this 

unit/class in writing?

43

Format varies— students talk 
in pairs/small group, free-
writing before the large group 
discussion, to ease them in to 
the topic.

Final projects (see slides #48-53) 
are in some ways the culm ination 
of the discussion. The last 
question often prompt students to 
think about their final project.

One thing students often struggle with is whether media 
actually has much of an influence on our linguistic attitudes. 
They m ight say things like “I just don’t think these 
stereotypes are that big of a deal.” So we often talk about 
how media reinforces dynamics in the “real world”.

Many students start suggesting that in school, we should 
teach about language-based prejudice, just as we teach 
about other forms of prejudice/discrim ination.

43

DISCUSSION

44

44

Questions

1. What do the three concepts mean to you, and what 
connections do you see between language awareness 
and empathy (or global citizenship)?

2. What materials/activities/assignments could you (or do 
you) use to help students see these connections?

45

45

Projects
(students’ work 
samples)

46

46

Language, Culture and the Individual, final paper titles (Sayaka)

● Use of Role Language in the English Language
● Sociolinguistics and the Southern Stereotype in Film
● Language and gender in today’s fiction
● Love in Lyrics vs. Love in Life: A study of metaphors for love in the media compared to those 

provided by college students

● Interference between Languages: The Pragmatic Norms of ‘China English’
● Is one gender more polite than the other? Or, do both genders just use politeness differently?
● Hella vs. Wicked: Regionalization through popular culture and Media
● Context Matters: The Uses of Ni  & Nin in Chinese

● Deciphering Korean Animal Expressions
● The concept of love is perceived differently between people from different cultures
● The impact of grammatical gender on our perception of shapes’ gender
● The Indefinite Definition of ‘Success’

● On the Kiki-ness of a Jubjub: Latent Meaning in Carrollian Nonsense Words

● Trends in the Evolution of English 47

Socio-
pragmatics

Cognitive & 
cultural 
semantics 

Historical 
linguistics

47

Final project: Writing Beyond the Classroom (Shawna)

- look beyond the walls of our classroom, to consider the implications of our 
course learning for a public audience 

- design a writing project that outlines a need or concern and suggests a plan of 
action 

- components and due dates
1. a short Proposal explaining your choice of issue, intended audience, and 

proposed format. 
2. research relevant secondary sources; Annotated Bibliography of at least five

sources (from the course or outside) that inform your thinking about this issue. 
3. Public Writing that responds to the issue identified, written for the audience 

you have analyzed. 
- simulate presenting the idea (8-10 min);  reflect on the choices you made as a 

writer in your Introduction (1-2 pages) and Writer’s Memo. 48

48
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(project guidelines continued)

Possibilities for this project include…

- Editorial for a newspaper, magazine, or newsletter
- Letter to governmental officials, school administrators, or other 

authorities
- Informational or persuasive website
- Brochure or pamphlet for parents, students, teachers, etc.
- Creative nonfiction (essays, personal letters, speech transcripts)
- Creative writing (poetry, plays, short stories)

49

49

Final question

● Any thoughts on the potential of linguistics as a 
field? 

○ larger academic (and public) communities?

50
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Film and Websites:
American Tongues http://www.pbs.org/pov/americantongues/video/american-tongues/

Do you speak American (companion website)? http://www.pbs.org/speak
Lyiscott, J. “3 Ways of Speaking English” (TED talk) 
https://www.ted.com/talks/jamila_lyiscott_3_ways_to_speak_english/transcript?language=en
Key & Peele “Phone call” sketch: http://www.cc.com/video-clips/qvrhhj/key-and-peele-phone-call 53
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Thank you!
Questions?

Shawna Shapiro 
sshapiro@middlebury.edu
Sayaka Abe 
sabe@middlebury.edu
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